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Friday 9th June 2023
Dear Parents/Carers,

Welcome back to the Summer term and I hope you all had a restful and enjoyable break.
While the weather is warming up, please ensure your child wears sunscreen applied in the
morning, brings a hat and has a named drink bottle each day containing water, not juice or
squash. Healthy snacks only please, no crisps, cakes or sweets. We provide fruit and
vegetables which the children help themselves to at break time.

Diary Dates
Pirates themed day: Monday 12th July
Y2 Cromer Trip: Friday 7th July
Last day of Summer Term 2: Friday 21st July

Homework
Thank you for all your support in hearing your child read for 10 minutes each day and filling in the
section in the Reading Record when you have heard them. Please ask them questions to check
their understanding.

● Learns spelling words - sent home on Mondays
● Practice number bonds or times tables - as directed

The Practical Home Learning grid for this term has been stuck into your child’s homework book
for them to work through if they choose to.

PE and Welly Day
PE will continue to be on Monday and Welly Day will be on Thursday. For PE, please ensure
your child arrives in school wearing the correct PE kit and trainers. Mrs Cairns will be taking the
class for Welly Day.
For Welly Day, we suggest that your child comes to school wearing trainers and the following
clothes:

● old long trousers
● Wellies (in a named bag)
● long sleeved top and jumper
● warm and waterproof coat

We will be out in all weathers and have waterproof trousers for most children. As the weather gets
warmer, please apply sunscreen to your child in the morning before school. We have sunscreen
dispensers in school for the children to use as a top up.

With best wishes,

Miss K Delaney and Miss A Delaney



Year 2 Curriculum Map Summer II



English
Pirates

This term, the children will be
working towards writing their
own Non-Chronological
Report about Pirates.
Grammar: They will be
using subordination in
sentences (using when, if,
that, or because) and
coordination (using or, and,
or but). They will continue to
write sentences with different
forms: statement, question,
exclamation, command
Handwriting: They will also
be practising using some of
the diagonal and horizontal
strokes needed to join letters

Vocabulary
non-chronological report,
title, paragraphs,
sub-headings, information,
subordination, statement,
question, exclamation,
command.

Mathematics
This term, the children will be learning:

Time, Length and Height, Position and Direction,
temperature, Mass, Volume and Capacity.

We will also continue to practise the 2, 5 and 10 times
tables.

Vocabulary
hour, minutes, o’clock, quarter past, quarter to, five
minutes, metres, centimetres, kilograms, grams,

litres and milli-litres.

Science
Living Things and their Habitats
Year 2 will continue to focus

on animals, taking our
learning about habitats into
more detail. The children will
refresh their knowledge of
herbivores, carnivores and

omnivores.

Vocabulary
Habitat, micro-habitat, food
chain, sun, producer,
consumer, producer,
herbivore, carnivore and
omnivore.

Computing.
Programming

We will create and debug
simple programs while
learning how to predict and
use logic in our coding.
Vocabulary
. Program, Algorithm,
Sprite, Background,
Block, Route, Right 90,
Left 90, Right angle,
Clockwise,
Anti-clockwise,
Sequence, Plant,
Instructions, Debug,
Repeat, Command

Religious Education
Miracles

The children will
discover why a story is
labelled a miracle. They

will explore lots of
parables, such as,
Jesus calming the

storm.
Vocabulary
Miracle, Jesus, water,
storm, calm , fear, trust,
boat, unexplained,
scientifically impossible,
unlikely, faith

History
Seaside holidays in the past

We are going to learn about
seaside towns in the past and
present. We will also explore

the life of Henry Blogg
(Cromer’s famous

lifeboatman) and find out
about Monte, the dog Henry

Blogg rescued.
.
Vocabulary
rescue, wreck, RNLI, hero,
Victorian, George Cross,
promenade, pier, bathing,
Punch and Judy.

Geography
Beside the Sea:
How is Cromer beach
different from Stibbard?

We will investigate the
human and physical
features of a coastline.
The children will focus
on Cromer and identify
the features of a coastal
town.

Vocabulary
Cromer, seaside, beach,
seaside resort, holiday,
weather, natural, sand,
shore, coast, sea,
ocean, island, harbour,
water, pier, shop, town,
tourists.

Art and Design
Music & Art

The class will explore
how other artists have
used sound to inspire
their artwork, and then
go on to experiment
with how they can use
their mark making skills
to capture the
expression in music.
They will draw, paint
and make instruments.
using construction
materials.

Design & Technology
Cooking and Nutrition

Spread over the whole of the
Summer Term, the class will
build on their scientific
knowledge of healthy eating
and apply this knowledge to
tasting and evaluating a range
of ingredients that they could
then use when planning,
making and evaluating a
cous-cous or quinoa salad.

Flourish Lessons
Changing Me

The children will be reflecting on
how far they have come this
year and learning strategies to

cope with upcoming changes.

Music
Unit: Reflect, Rewind and Replay

This term, the children are revisiting songs and musical
activities, a context for the History of Music and the
beginnings of the Language of Music.
Vocabulary:
Pulse, rhythm, pitch, improvise, compose, audience,
melody, mood.

PE

Athletics / Cricket

The children will develop a
range of running, throwing and
jumping skills.

https://www.accessart.org.uk/music-and-art/

